INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a number of approaches, making use of bosons both at the phenomenological and microscopic levels, emerging for the description of the collective nuclear properties. The foremost and the most successful in the phenomenological category is the interacting boson model (IBM) and its extended versions introduced by Arima, Iachello, and co-workers. ' On the microscopic front the formalisms are essentially approximate shell model theories making use of boson algebra, and are referred to by various names in the literature.
%e shall refer to these as boson expansion theories (BET's). These microscopic theories ' ' '" start from the shell model and generally proceed in two steps. In the first step the collective bi-fermion excitations ( g ) are generated using the shell model techniques [e.g., quasipar- 
The coefficients x obey
The coefficients x(ab) appearing in Eq. (1) (10a) xg (ab)=( -)( -1) ' ' "xf (ba) . For the lowest J =0 state the coefficients xo(aa) of Eq.
(7) to a very good approximation can be taken to be
The mapping of the fermion operator Oz is expressed by equating the expectation values, i.e. , 
The identical p-p and n-n parts of the interaction are assumed to be diagonal in the fermion basis of BPA type [Eq. (6) ja ja ja
The operator The respective algebra of bi-fermions and the bosons is preserved through the following transformation:
&6"=2IIQ(p)II%"=2&=Kt»t . for p=p or n. As stated earlier, the major part of the identical part of the interaction, i.e. , p-p and n-n interaction, is as- (20) - (22)], can be expressed as ('~N '~'"(k) and and similar equations for higher states, where (29) and (30) for a single level case will reduce to the respective products of two-particle fpc's.
Due to the nonunitary nature of the mapping, one is required to introduce a bi-orthonormal basis for solving the eigenvalue problem. The ket states are given in Eqs. (29) and (30) 
with all individual pairs coupled to zero. jk ) k(0) in Eq. The bi-orthonormal physical basis states are (b ) (
with normalization I (p~p)z -- (b") "
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